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Introduction
Total irregularity of a simple undirected graph G is generally defined to be irr t (G) = A particular family of finite directed graphs (order 1 ) called Jaco Graphs and denoted by J n (1), n ∈ N are directed graphs derived from a particular well-defined infinite directed graph (order 1 ), called the 1 -root digraph. The 1 -root digraph has four fundamental properties which are; V (J ∞ (1)) = {v i |i ∈ N} and, if v j is the head of an edge (arc) then the tail is always a vertex v i , i < j and, if v k , for smallest k ∈ N is a tail vertex then all vertices v ℓ , k < ℓ < j are tails of arcs to v j and finally, the degree of vertex k is d(v k ) = k. The family of finite directed graphs are those limited to n ∈ N vertices by lobbing off all vertices (and edges arcing to vertices) v t , t > n. Hence, trivially we have d(v i ) ≤ i for i ∈ N.
Definition 1.1. The infinite Jaco Graph
The family of finite Jaco Graphs are defined by {J n (1) ⊆ J ∞ (1)|n ∈ N}. A member of the family is referred to as the Jaco Graph, J n (1), [3] .
For illustration the adapted table below follows from the Fisher Algorithm [3] for J n (1), n ≤ 12. The degree sequence of J n (1) is denoted D(J n (1)). Note that for the underlying graphs of J n (1), the values irr t (J n (1)) have been calculated manually, as it is not provided for in the Fisher Algorithm. Note that the Fisher Algorithm determines d + (v i ) on the assumtion that the Jaco Graph is always sufficiently large, so at least J n (1),
The next result presents a partially recursive formula to determine irr t (J n+1 (1)) if irr t (J n (1)), n ≥ 1 is known. 
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Proof. Let J n (1) have the prime Jaconian vertex,
we have |d
i follow easily.
The terms, +
So in conclusion we have:
Allocate the Fibonacci weight, f i to a vertex v j of a simple connected graph G, if and
For a simple graph on a singular vertex (1-empty graph), define f irr t (G) = 0 . It follows non surprisingly that graphs are f-regular if its vertices have equal degree.
For illustration the adapted table below follows from the Fisher Algorithm [3] for J n (1), n ≤ 12. The f i -sequence of J n (1) is denoted F(J n (1)). Note that for the underlying graphs of J n (1), the values f irr t (J n (1)) have been calculated manually, as it is not provided for in the Fisher Algorithm. The next result presents a partially recursive formula to determine f irr t (J n+1 (1)) if f irr t (J n (1)), n ≥ 1 is known.
Theorem 2.1. Consider the underlying graph of the Jaco Graph,
and J n+1 (1), respectively. Then for the underlying graph of J n+1 (1) we have that:
must be added as well.
Finally, the increase in the f t − irregularity between J n (1) and J n+1 (1) from amongst vertices, v k+1 , v k+2 , ..., v n is given by the term,
Hence, the result:
f irr t Resulting from edge-joint between Jaco Graphs
Abdo and Dimitrov [2] observed that irr t (G ∪ H) ≥ irr(t(G) + irr t (H)). We present a result for irr t (J n (1) ∪ J m (1)) followed by a Corollary in respect of f irr t .
Theorem 2.2. (Lumin's 2
nd Theorem) For the Jaco Graphs J n (1) and J m (1), we have that:
with ℓ = ∆J m (1).
Proof. Case 1: Consider the Jaco Graphs J n (1) and J m (1), n > m. Label the vertices v 1 , v 2 , ..., v n , vertices−in−Jn (1) v n+1 , v n+2 , ..., v n+m vertices−in−Jm (1) . Let us expand the definition of irr t (J n (1) ∪ J m (1)) into three parts.
Part(i):
In respect of J n (1) itself, we have the partial sum,
Part (ii): In respect of J m (1) itself, we have the partial sum,
Part (iii): In respect of J n (1) towards J m (1) we have the partial sum,
By observing that a term |d(
It is also noted that a term |d(
By observing that a term |d(v
Finally it is observed that the terms |d(
Case 2: Parts (i) and (ii) follow similarly to that of Case 1.
Part (iii): In respect of J n (1) towards J n (1) we have the partial sum,
So similary to the term conversion rules of Part (iii) above in Case 1 we calculate exactly another irr t (J n (1)) on the left under of 0-entries and another irr t (J n (1)) on the right upper of 0-entries. So, Parts (i), (ii) and (iii) added together gives the result:
Corollary 2.3. For the Jaco Graphs J n (1) and J m (1), we have that:
Proof. Similar to the proof of Theorem 2.2. 
we have that:
Since f 1 = f 2 = 1, increasing d(u 1 ) by 1 has no effect on the value of f irr t (J n (1)
. So the total partial increase is given by sum
. So the total partial decrease is given by (
In respect of J m (1) it also increases the the value of f irr t (J n (1) v i u 1 J m (1)) by exactly 
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